The effects of pimozide on drinking behavior in the rat: an investigation using the conditioned taste aversion paradigm.
In an attempt to examine the potential aversive properties of the neuroleptic pimozide, a conventional conditioned taste aversion (CTA) paradigm was employed. Rats were either pretreated with pimozide (1.0 mg/kg) before the presentation of a familiar or novel saccharin-flavored solution or tap water or received injections of pimozide after the presentation of a novel saccharin solution. Following this procedure, rats were given a two bottle choice test under drug-free conditions. All pretreated pimozide groups demonstrated a significant unconditioned reduction in fluid intake relative to the vehicle control group. These pimozide groups having different drinking histories did not differ from one another. Although pimozide did not induce a CTA in rats post-treated with this neuroleptic, overall this group drank significantly less saccharin than the control group. Furthermore, on the two bottle choice test, rats which received contingent exposure to pimozide and saccharin (pre and post conditions), did not demonstrate a preference for the saccharin solution. These results suggest that the reduction in fluid intake observed in the pretreated pimozide groups may be due to some unconditioned aversive state induced by the drug. These data indicate that the mechanisms involved in the reduction of fluid intake induced by pimozide may be unrelated to a manipulation of the reinforcing properties of the appetitive stimulus.